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ACROSS
1. Lorenzo of the Brewers
5. LOVE scuptor ___
11. Bosch alternatives
14. Large boats
15. Bush that blooms in the spring
16. In the style of
17. Author Stibbe
18. Boxer grimaced?
20. "Orange Is the New Black" star Aduba
21. Charged particle
22. Guitar god who had an Experience, to fans
23. Spots where the victors all hang together?
29. Makes bootees, say
30. Movie tough guy Ray
31. Dr. who treats vertigo and sleep apnea
32. Super-satisfy
33. Slowness metaphor
34. Anal probe overseers, supposedly
35. "Russia's capital is DA BOMB!"?
39. Sure shot
42. Intends
43. Shaving product that sounds like when you might use it
47. Fish for breakfast
48. Completely transfixed
49. It's similar to slander
50. What an assistant to Robert Schumann did for his 1st Symphony?
54. Mixture of everything
55. Scale parts
56. Distance of a proverbial epic journey
57. Freaking out, and a hint to the theme answers
58. "___ may be man's worst enemy, but the bible says love your enemy," (Frank Sinatra)
39. "___ may be man's worst enemy, but the bible says love your enemy," (Frank Sinatra)
40. Valvoline product
41. They sometimes get the house
44. Holder of secrets that conspiracy theorists really want their hands on
45. Rationally defensible
46. "Take Me to the River" singer
49. Record Store Day purchases
51. Versailles monarch
52. Fantasy ring-bearer
53. Put in stitches
58. "I'll pass"
59. New Nordic Hair ___ (baldness product)
60. Play a part
61. See 62-Down
62. With 61-Down, vehicle used in drag racing

DOWN
1. Hockey team with an orca in its logo
2. Big name in shit iced tea
3. Phrase said when the lights turn on?
4. Anti-Russian election meddling org.
5. Unwanted discovery in home inspections
6. Form of oxygen
7. It's got the goods
8. 1/3 of a gallon
10. The way, out East
11. Mountainous region of northern Israel
12. Periodic-table item
13. Hurting souls
19. GHWB's successor
21. Power brokers
24. Big-ticket ___
25. Burst upon, as a stage
26. Long fingernails
27. Brief confession
28. Character study
33. Scenic view
36. ___ Casspi (first Israeli to play in the NBA)
37. Airplane assignment
38. Not good, but not bad
39. "___ may be man's worst enemy, but the bible says love your enemy," (Frank Sinatra)